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Outline

• Motivation: Sub-GeV Dark Sector

• The methods of approximation in evaluating p/e bremsstrahlung

• Modeling forward pp scattering at HE 

• Pomeron exchange and proton diffractive dissociation

• Compare the resulting rates with modified WW approximation
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Dark Sector Motivation

• Light (sub-GeV) states from a Dark Sector interacting with matter through a light mediator are viable 
DM candidates.

• A minimal extension to the SM: kinetically mixed Dark Photon

[Batell, Pospelov, Ritz '09]
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Revisiting Bremsstrahlung production of 𝐴′

Preliminary! 

[SF & A. Ritz] 

• Dark photon production in the forward region modeled via bremsstrahlung

• Regime near 𝜌/𝜔 resonance needs a more careful treatment
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Photon vs Fermion Pole Approx.

Splitting Functions

Using OFPT 

Scalars via 

proton Brem.

Dark Photons

via proton

Brem.

Equiv. Photon 

Approx. (FWW)

in QED

Photon Pole Approx.

Electron brem. 

in e-beam dump

Fermion Pole Approx.
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FWW (Photon Pole) Approx. (QED)

• Assumptions:

- Rapidly moving fermion & radiation is highly collinear

- Small photon virtuality 

• Interaction dominated by transverse polarizations

• Cloud of effective flux of photons

[Kim, Tsai ’73] [Bjorken et al ‘09’] 
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Splitting (Fermion Pole) Approx.

• Assumptions:

- Ultrarealistic fermion & radiation is highly collinear 

- Intermediate-fermion being near on-shell
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Splitting (Fermion Pole) Approx.

• Assumptions:

- Ultrarealistic fermion & radiation is highly collinear 

- Intermediate-fermion being near on-shell

- Other momentum transfers in 𝐴(𝑝, 𝑝𝑗) are large

[Khoze, Fadin] 
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Splitting (Fermion Pole) Approx.

• Assumptions:

- Ultrarealistic fermion & radiation is highly collinear 

- Intermediate-fermion being near on-shell

- Other momentum transfers in 𝐴(𝑝, 𝑝𝑗) are large

• Splitting Probability: Calculable sub-process

[Khoze, Fadin] 

[Altarelli, Parisi] [Boiarska '19]
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Modeling forward pp scattering

• Regge Theory:

- Trajectory 𝛼(𝑡) contributes a power

𝑠𝛼 𝑡 −1 to the scattering amplitude

[TOTEM Collab. ‘19] 

[Regge; Chew, Frautschi ‘61]
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Modeling forward pp scattering

• Pomeron Trajectory:

- Reggeons are not enough! 

Need to include exchange of

another object with trajectory 

[TOTEM Collab. ‘19] 

[Gribov ‘62]
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Elastic Scattering via Pomeron Exchange

• Donnachie & Landshoff (DL) model

Diffractive minimum: analogons 

to Fraunhofer diffraction:

𝑡 ~𝑝2𝜃2

Effective Propagator & Vertex for SPE: 

triple-gluon
exchange

[D&L ’82, ’84, ‘11, ‘13] 
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Quasi-Elastic 
Radiation 

• Splitting via Pomeron-Exchange for ISR

• Observe the large cancellation
between ISR & FSR

(But that is not the end of the story!)

[SF & A. Ritz, to appear] 
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Topologies of events in 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡

• Diffractive dissociation via Pomeron exchange 

@ LHC

Non-Single Diffractive 

Large cancellation

between ISR & FSR [PDG; Khoze et al ‘20] 
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𝐴′ production via proton beam 

• Contribution of Non-Single Diffractive 
processes to ISR

Only ISR

Preliminary! 

[SF & A. Ritz,
to appear] 

[Blümlein, Brunner ‘13] 
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EM Form Factor in the TL region

• The radiated 𝐴′ has time-like (TL) momenta

• Inclusion of the TL form-factor accounting for
the mixing with 𝜌/𝜔 resonance based on VMD model

[Faessler et al ‘09]
[Adamuscin et al ’16]
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Summary

• The well known FWW method approximate the boson pole which relate the ultra-
relativistic fermion interaction to the cross-section for real-boson scattering.

• Initial (final) state radiation can be evaluated using an alternative method of 
splitting function in the context of OFPT which approximates the intermediate 
fermion propagator.

• Soft hadronic interactions are non perturbative and are described by the Regge
approach at high energies. 

• Proton bremsstrahlung from elastic and single diffraction topologies leads to large 
cancelation between ISR & FSR.

• Dark photon via proton brem. is revisited near the 𝜌/𝜔 resonance region.

• Millicharged particle production at the LHC forward region can also be studied 
using the splitting approach.
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